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ABSTRACT
In comparison with the old paper and research, the use of plastic bag has a tendency to
decline according to the change of environment on earth in a negative way and the go green
concept. As the world changes, it's wondered whether if the aspect of the quality of the
product like the food grade plastic bag would be the same. For this reason, food-grade plastic
bags have been studied with the aim to understand consumer perception, behavior, attitude,
and opinion in Thailand by focus group, and consumer survey to collect both quantitative and
qualitative data. In the focus group, the panels were selected based on their occupation, it
showed that people from different career path have a different point of view and different
factors affecting a purchasing decision. For example, the function is the most important factor
for people working in the culinary path. Therefore, the attributes collected from the focus
group were used to create the consumer survey. Next, in the consumer survey, the collected
data is consumer behavior on plastic usage, preference, opinion, aspect and information for
demographic segmentation and psychographic segmentation (green consumer). It shows that
the age and education plays a big part in the score of the green consumer which is the lower
education and the older age, the lower the score for green consumer. The green trend also
affects behavior and implant the good subconscious toward the environment, as the selected
panel tend to use more of Tupperware or glassware instead of a plastic bag for home use
purpose, for example, keeping raw material or storage of leftover food. Then, the plastic is
mostly thrown away once it's used. Furthermore, it's found in the survey that the aspects of
quality that's most important to the consumers are heat/cold tolerance and resistance, and that
about half of the panels believe that plastic bag is safe upon use and also have no effect on
the taste of food after storage. Lastly, the result of liking score on the ziploc bag and the
attributes of zipper part, ease of open/close and zipping sound, shows that there is a
significant difference in treatment. The data from the survey were processed using SAS
program. The analysis includes cluster analysis, ANOVA with Duncan's Multiple range test.
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INTRODUCTION

In the 1800s, the world was introduced to plastic. it was first a man-made material
that has crude oil as the main content. (Jeffrey L. Meikle, 1995,) Since then, the world's
population use plastic for many purposes such as storage and carrying. Plastic comes in many
types and forms but there are two broad categories of plastic materials; thermoplastics and
thermosetting plastics. Thermoplastics can be reprocessed and molded again after heating. In
contrast, thermoset plastics take shape after they have solidified, and cannot be melted again.
Nowadays, plastic is either known as synthetic material or semisynthetic materials which
used in a wide range of applications. (PlasticsEurope, 2017) Mostly, plastic is involved in
everything, for example, in the market as a part or as an ingredient of the products. Most
people classify the quality of the plastic by its functions and properties like transparency,
toughness, light weight, flexibility, low cost, or elasticity. These qualities will affect the
buying decision of the customer. Customer tends to make a decision according to their
emotion and the common logic. The examples of emotion are looked, feel, esteem, and brand.
While rational decision making usually depends on quality, reliability, price, and feature.
Usually, customers will buy the product that has the functions worth the price. So the
customer will judge the product by many attributes, e.g. quality, smells, shapes, colors,
transparency, etc. However, the perception of the term "quality" change according to each
consumer behavior which reflected by psychology, sociology, economics, etc.
The study was aimed to gain the understanding of consumer's behavior, attitude and
decision-making process, both individually and in groups, toward the use of plastic container
specifically for the food grade plastic bag. The findings from this research project can be
applied in packaging design to make it match with consumer demand.
In conclusion, the study was divided into three parts in an attempt to understand the
mentioned aspects. First, a focus group is used as a tool to obtain qualitative data,
consumers' behavior, opinion, attitude, and perception over food grade plastic bag by varying
variations such as income ranges or occupation. Second, a consumer survey and product
testing. In order to sufficiently gather the quantitative information from consumers with
different background, different demographic and psychographic characteristics. Product
testing of plastic bag study mainly focused on tactile or touching sense and sight. Third, data
analysis. The gathered data is used and analyzed to compare a different segment of customer
and find ifthere is a difference between buying decision.
10
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OBJECTIVES
1. To gather the information related to the use of food grade plastic bags
2. To use the qualitative method to obtain the consumer insight related to the use of food
grade plastic bag in Thailand
3. To conduct a consumer survey to study consumer behavior and their preference
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Single-use plastics, there are three forms of most common single-use plastics that are
used on the daily basis; plastic bag, plastic bottle, and plastic container. In this research, the
focus is set on only the plastic bag.

Plastic bags, Crude oil, and natural gas are the main raw material of plastic
production. (ACC, 2015) In plastic production, these raw material are processed so that they
form a repeating unit of ethylene which will eventually form polyethylene. Polymers then are
heated in order to form plastic resin and blown through the tube to create the pocket. After
heating, the followed processes are cooling, stretching and cutting into the individual bag.
(ICF International, 2010)
the most common types of plastic bag are made of high-density polyethylene (HDPE),
low-density polyethylene (LDPE) or linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE). HDPE plastic
is the thick one, it provides higher density, less branching, less clarity, higher tensile strength,
dense and rigid. LDPE on the other hand, has a lower density, higher branching, higher
clarity, less tensile strength and greater ductility. (PSI, Polymer Solutions Incorporated, 2016)
Due to the high amount of plastics production its low costs, consumers frequently use
plastic items only once before discarding. However, even if consumers reuse plastic bags
once, the majority of the bags will eventually end up as litter or on the landfill, where they
can easily be blown away as a consequence of their lightweight.
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Figure l Lifecycle of the single-use plastic bag(ICF, 20 I 0)
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Polyethylene plastic bag or PE, Polyethylene is flexible, durable and tear-resistant.
These three characteristics are extremely significant when heavy items are put in the poly
bag. Industrial companies use polyethylene storage bags for large heavy items such as
industrial machining parts. The characteristics of PE bag are soft, pliable, inert, translucent,
create a low static charge, higher purity, attracts less dirt/ dust/ or other foreign material, and
prohibit greater amount of light to enter to the bag. (IPS Packaging, 2011)
Polypropylene plastic bag or PP, A polypropylene bag is a high clarity, crystal clear
bag which enhances the product's image. It provides a highly protective barrier against
moisture and vapors. These PP bags delay evaporation and dehydration to preserve freshness
and taste of packaged foods. Polypropylene bags are great for the food, electronics
manufacturing, hospitals, and agriculture industries. The characteristics of PP bag are clear,
stiff, rough surface, meet with FDA and USDA specification. (IPS Packaging, 2011)
Recycle of plastic bags, recycle means to convert the used thing to new thing which
sometimes unacceptable for the product packaging such as food. Consumers tend to accept
the recycling practice in the way that is not related to food, for example, paper or plastic
container. Customer perception toward recycling plastic bag is mostly negative due to the
processes and the raw material that has been used for an unknown time by a stranger.
Reuse of plastic bag, reuse means to use something more than once. The customer
seems to use plastic bag once for storage of items or keeping of foods then use it one last time
as a garbage or trash container before discarding them together with the trash inside. In the
manner ofreuse of plastic bag for more food storage purpose, most consumers prefer to reuse
plastic bags only if those bags are used by their family or friend.
Consumer behavior, consumer behavior is the result of several elements combined
together, for example, sociology psychology, social anthropology, or economics. In order to
understand consumer buying decision upon plastic bags, the response of customer to the
packaging is needed to be considered. for example, people with the same level of background
knowledge tend to think somewhat similar comparing to others. The factors or elements will
explain consumer's choice of purchasing. (Martinho et al., 2015). The major factors can be
geographic, demographic, and psychographics.
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Demographic factors can be income, age, race, gender, and religion, academic
background. People who share the same demographic factor seem to have something in
common such as clothes for women. But this factor can't be applied to everything.
The geographic factor is the living area, for example, people who live in the same
area would have some of local believe toward something, that is taught through generations,
which can alter the consumer choices regarding the age, race, gender or income.
The psychographic factor is much complicated comparing to other factors. This factor
can be based on lifestyle, personality, or motives, for example, people who are fun loving to
tend to go to an amusement park more.
The shade of green psychographic model, there is evidence suggesting people
becoming more environmentally responsible in terms of their personality and lifestyle.
(Stone, Barnes &Montgomery, et al, 1995) A worldwide study identified the total number of
the green consumer is increasing in each year. This psychographic model will differentiate
consumer according to their environmental awareness which will affect a consumer's
purchasing decision. This study devices people into four cluster which are true-greens,
potential greens, reluctant greens and basic browns. The color itself represents the
environmental awareness of the participant.
The results of this study highlight the importance of environmental knowledge,
concern, attitude, and intention in the prediction of green consumer behavior. (Mostafa, et al,
2009)
The gap between consumer behavior and attitude, nowadays, both developed and
developing countries can be considered to be dominated by a "throwaway society" where the
norm is to produce short-lived products in order to keep producing more. Natural resources
are endlessly exploited in order to satisfy the demand of society for a variety of products,
where reusing and recycling practices remain in the background. (Ayers, et al, 2014)
If the whole society is compounded of individuals, then each individual action affects
the whole and vice versa. Despite attitude being a major factor influencing behavior,
Arbuthnott argues that "behavior is also influenced by others such as contextual support,
social norms, action difficulty, and habitual behavior." (Arburthnott, et al, 2008)
Independently of which factors might affect consumption behaviors, there are studies
against the idea that occasionally there is a gap exist between attitude and behavior. d'Astous
and Legendre claim that there is a "significant difference between what consumers say about
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the importance of consumption-related ethical issues and their actual behavior" (d'Astous,
Legendre, et al, 2009) Moreover, as Arbuthnott states, "the more personal and specific our
intentions are, the more likely they are to influence our behavior. For instance, we are more
likely to act consistently with attitudes about our own needs than attitudes about the needs of
others or the general environment."(Arburthnott, et al, 2008)
Therefore, consumption decisions regarding single-use plastics should be determined
by environmental consciousness or, on the other hand, such behavior might not be altered at
all despite showing an attitude towards changing it which is determined as a gap between
attitude and behavior.
The plastic market in Thailand, in 2013 the plastic market for packaging worth
191,683 million bath which is 33% of all plastic production and weighs over 2,309 ktons
which are 43.4% of all plastic production. (PTIT,2014). In the recent industry, the production
rate of the plastic bag is decreasing, since there is too much stock left in the warehouse, cause
the number of the producer to be lesser compared to the year 2016. On the other hand, the
domestic purchasing rate of the plastic bag is increasing due to the higher number of food
distribution and good condition of Thai travel and services. Recently, the government sector
has given importance to the bioplastic industry. Bioplastic industry is still at the start state but
with the government support, private sector and international company are showing interest
in the investment of bioplastic raw material production plant (Somsak Borrisuttanakul, 2017)
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METHODOLOGY
1. FOCUS GROUP

Focus group was conducted at Assumption University (Hua Mak Campus). There were 6-8
participants in the focus group. Participants, chosen for the focus group are students, have to
explain in detail data of food grade plastic related questions. Focus group was developed as a
tool to gather the qualitative information. The meeting was divided into 3 parts which were
an introduction, discussion, and conclusion or ending. (Appendix A)

2. INTERVIEW
The interview was conducted at Dusit Culinary School, Casa City Ladprao village,
Assumption University (Hua Mak Campus) and Thai Progress Builder company. The chosen
participants are a housewife and culinary student and teacher. The greeting and questions that
were asked in the interview are the same as the focus group to gather the qualitative
information.

3. CONSUMER SURVEY
The consumer survey was conducted at Assumption University (Hua Mak Campus) and some
of the supermarkets. There were 120 consumers participated in this study. Consumers have to
use the food grade plastic bag before in order to take part in the survey. The questionnaire
was developed as a tool to gather the information, it was divided into 2 parts which were
consumer's behavior and general information. There will be both nominal scale and interval
scale in the questionnaire.
•

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
1. PRODUCT TESTING

2. ZIPPER PART TESTING

Experimental design name: RCBD

Experimental design name: RCBD

Factor: plastic samples

Factor: plastic samples

Response: liking score

Response: liking score

Replication: 100 participants

Replication: 100 participants

Block: participants

Block:
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participants

Table 1 Name list of sample

Ziploc

Sunzip

Diamond (freezer
bag)

Home freshmart
(zipper)

Snoopy

Diamond

Kitchen (double
zipper)

Kitchen (freezer
bag)

Kitchen (antibacterial)

Home freshmart
(hot bag)

17

Home freshmart
(cold bag)

3. DATA ANALYSIS

Data from the survey will be processed using SAS 9.4. The data analysis includes ANOV A
with Duncan's Multiple range test, correlation test, and cluster analysis.
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RESULT AND/OR DISCUSSIONS
1. FOCUS GROUPS

Introduction
Start with the introduction in Appendix A, the introduction is used for the relaxation of
the participants and make them feel comfortable to answer or ask a question. First, start
by telling each other name, age, faculty name and explaining the purpose of the project.
Moderator distributed cut samples of plastic bag to the individual. All participants were
asked questions pertaining to their aspect toward plastic bag: what is the first thing that
you think of when you hear the word "plastic", what is the core problems faced during the
usage, what is the purposes of plastic bag, what represents the quality or the effect of
plastic bag on food products and more. The participants were also asked for the green
behavior and also the concern for environmental impacts.
Overarching th em es
While many of the discussion guide questions generated mixed responses, there were
points of agreement and themes that arose during the focus groups.
•

The groups of students in different faculty had different aspect about safety upon
usage of the plastic bag

•

There was conflict during choosing samples that represent the thickness and also good
quality.

•

Many of them agreed that the words represent quality are thick, resistant, and durable

•

Some participants found others functions necessary, anti-bacterial or expandable
bottom

•

All of them know the current environmental issues caused by the usage of plastic bag

•

Many of them agreed that the problem found during usage is a leak of the bag since
it's too thin

•

Many of them preferred the plastic bag to be temperature tolerant (both hot and cold)

•

The type of food that stored in the plastic bag most are fruit, by their own usage

•

Many of them preferred using a ziploc bag over the hot or cold bag without zip
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•

All of them agreed that the color does not affect purchasing decision, but clearness
does

•

Several of them believe it is not microbiologically safe after the bag is open

•

Everyone agreed that there is a better alternative way to store food, which is varied by
each participant opinion, for instant, tupperware or glassware

•

Everybody knows how the plastic is managed after the usage and how to help save the
environment issue

Discussion and answers
Question I: When we say plastic bags what is the first thing that came into your mind?
Answers: Clear
Smooth
Oily surface
Safe for use
Easily tear
Thin
Clean
Resistant
Elastic
Question2: What do you like best about plastic bags?
Answers: Easy for usage
Convenience
Cleanliness
There is none
Question3: What is the biggest problem that you have using plastic bags?
Answers: Durability
Resistance
Leakage
Elasticity when it stretches it doesn't come back to the old form
Environmental issue
Question4: What do you use for taking or keeping the food?
Answers: Ziplock
Tupperware
Plastic box
20

Plastic bag
Glassware
Question5: What is your main purpose for using plastic bags?
Answers: Keeping goods
Store food
Carrying
Question6: How many plastic bags that contact with food do you use per day on average?
Answers: 5-20 pieces of bags
Question?: With what type of food do you use plastic bags most?
Answers: Meal
Bakery
Fruit
Rice
Soup
Question8: Does it necessary for plastic bags to be temperature tolerant? ·
Answers: Yes
Question9: What do you think represent the "quality" of the plastic bags?
Answers: Clearness
Elasticity
Resistance
Zip lock
Thickness
Durability
Temperature tolerant
Question I 0: Do you think the plastic bag will change the taste or aroma of food?
Answers: Yes
No
Question I I: Do you think plastic is safe physically, chemically and micro biologically?
Answers: Yes
No
Question12: What is the best material to be around food for keeping purpose?
Answers: Tupperware
Glassware
Ceramic
21

Questionl3: What do you think about plastic and its impact on the environment?
Answers: Landfill issue
River issue
Animal welfare
Questionl4: If you can will you reduce your consumption of plastic bags?
Answers: Yes
Questionl5: Do you know a way to help the environment?
Answer:

Reuse
Recycle
Save energy
Save water
Refill bottle of water instead of buying a new one
Repair old stuff that still can use

Summary of Focus Group Responses
The focus group was conducted with Biotechnology students at Assumption University.
By having the focus group, the in-detailed data on the definition, usage, an aspect of
quality, expected use, opinion, behavior and attitude over food grade plastic bag of each
participant. The focus group was conducted in English and the interview went very nice
because participants gave a good participation. The only problem found during the focus
group was that they agree that the quality of the plastic bag is related to thickness and
resistance but they chose different samples saying that "it's thick and seems durable" so,
the data is collected to create a consumer survey.
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2. INTERVIEW

Introduction
Start with the introduction in Appendix A, the introduction is used for the relaxation of
the participants and make them feel comfortable to answer or ask a question. First, start
by asking the interviewees' name, nickname and explaining the purpose of the project.
The interviewer started asking questions. All participants were asked the same questions
pertaining to their aspect toward plastic bag in the different mood and tone of voice to
match the participant characteristic and make them feel most comfortable to talk and
answer: what is the first thing that you think of when you hear the word "plastic'', what is
the core problems faced during the usage, what is the purposes of plastic bag, what
represents the quality or the effect of plastic bag on food products and more. The
participants were also asked for the green behavior and also the concern for
environmental impacts.

Overarching themes
While many of the discussion guide questions generated mixed responses, there were
points of agreement and themes that arose during the focus groups.
•

The groups of culinary student and teacher also the housewife still had different
aspect about safety upon usage of the plastic bag

•

There was conflict during the discussion, for an instant, different of usage leads to a
different aspect of quality

•

Many of them agreed that the words represent quality are thick, resistant, durable, and
temperature tolerance

•

Some participants found others functions necessary, anti-bacterial or expandable
bottom or writable

•

Many of them said that the good quality has to match with the reasonable price

•

All of them know the current environmental issues caused by the usage of plastic bag

•

Many of them preferred the plastic bag to be temperature tolerant (both hot and cold)

•

The type of food that stored in the plastic bag most are raw material

•

Many of them preferred using a ziploc bag over the hot or cold bag without zip
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•

All of them agreed that the color does not affect purchasing decision, but clearness
does

•

Several of them believe it is not micro biologically safe after the bag is open

•

Everyone agreed that there is a better alternative way to store food, which is varied by
each participant opinion, for instant, tupperware or glassware

•

Everybody knows how the plastic is managed after the usage and how to help save the
environment issue

Discussion and answers
Question I: When we say plastic bags what is the first thing that came into your mind?
Answers: Clear
Convenience
Smooth
Oily surface
Safe for use
Easily tear
Thin
Clean
Resistant
Elastic
Question2: What do you like best about plastic bags?
Answers: Easy for usage
Convenience
Nothing specific
There is none
Question3: What is the biggest problem that you have using plastic bags?
Answers: Durability
Resistance
Leakage
Elasticity when it stretches it doesn't come back to the old form
Environmental issue
Question4: What do you use for taking or keeping the food?
Answers: Ziplock
Tupperware
24

Plastic box
Plastic bag
Glassware
Question5: What is your main purpose for using plastic bags?
Answers: Keeping goods
Store food
Separate raw material
Carrying
Question6: How many plastic bags that contact with food do you use per day on average?
Answers: 5-25 pieces of bags
Question?: With what type of food do you use plastic bags most?
Answers: Meal
Bakery
Fruit
Rice
Soup
Raw material
Question8: Does it necessary for plastic bags to be temperature tolerant?
Answers: Yes
Question9: What do you think represent the "quality" of the plastic bags?
Answers: Clearness
Elasticity
Resistance
Zip lock
Thickness
Durability
Temperature tolerant
Question I 0: Do you think the plastic bag will change the taste or aroma of food?
Answers: Yes
No
Question! I: Do you think plastic is safe physically, chemically and microbiologically?
Answers: Yes
No
Question12: What is the best material to be around food for keeping purpose?
25

Answers: Tupperware
Glassware
Ceramic
Question13: What do you think about plastic and its impact on the environment?
Answers: Global warming
Landfill issue
River issue
Animal welfare
Question14: If you can will you reduce your consumption of plastic bags?
Answers: Yes
Question 15: Do you know a way to help the environment?
Answer:

Reuse
Recycle
Save energy
Save water
Refill bottle of water instead of buying a new one
Repair old stuff that still can use

Summary of Interview Responses
Cheffocus group
The focus group was conducted with students and chefs at Dusit Culinary College. The
more in-detailed data on the definition, usage, an aspect of quality, expected use, opinion,
behavior and attitude over a food grade plastic bag of each participant are obtained. The
interview was conducted in Thai because it's easier for them to understand the technical
terms and it went great with their excellent cooperation. In contrast with the student
group, they refer quality of the plastic bags are the heat and cold resistance and also the
quality term change when the purpose of usage change, for example, to store raw material
or to store bakery product.

Housewife focus group
The focus group was conducted with housewives around Bueng-Kum district. The
obtaining data shows that housewives concern about the quality related to price more than
another group. Furthermore, they also refer the quality differently based on the purpose of
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usage. With the great cooperation, the information is that safety comes as the number one
priority of quality aspect and also in an reasonable price.
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3. STUDY CONSUMERS' BEHAVIOR TOWARD FOOD GRADE PLASTIC BAG
General information of consumers was derived from demographic information questionnaire
which was attached to the last page. The collected data is shown in table 1; demographic
survey result. According to the result, joined panelists were 74% female and 26% of male.
Most of them age between 30 - 39 years old and that mostly finished bachelor degree and
have more than 3 family members. The occupations of the panelists were equally divided into
3 groups which are students, housewives, and employees.
T a ble 2 d emograp 1c survey resuIt

Demo1?raphic Profiles

Freq.

Male
Female

26
74

Less than 20 years old
21 - 29 years old
30 - 39 years old
40 - 49 years old
50 - 59 years old
More than 60 years old

4
35
46
11
4
0

Gender

Age

Level of education
High school or lower
Diploma
Bachelor Degree
Master Degree
Doctorate

17
14
59
9
1

Student
Employee
Business Owner
Freelance
Housewife/Househusband
Government Employee
Others

35
38
0
0
27
0
0

Occupation

Income per month
Lower than 5,000 baht
5,000 - 10,000 baht
10,001 - 20,000 baht
20,00 I - 30,000 baht
More than 30,000 baht

0
41
29
11
19

Number offamily member(s) includes yourself
I person
2 persons
3 persons
More than 3 persons

0
12
24
64
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Consumer behavior information
Consumer behavior information was collected through the questionnaire and is divided into 5
parts. and the result shows that most of the panelists don't normally use a plastic bag as a
container for the raw material or the leftover food. But there is 38% of panelists choose a
plastic bag for storage purpose of raw material, which is shown in table2; type of food that
usually kept in a plastic bag, and then it is usually thrown away after the first usage. Besides
throwing away after use people do reuse it for littering purpose but no longer use it for
storing food. As the result of the survey on the amount of plastic usage show relatively low
which can be caused by the bias of the ethical issue in answering the right answer instead of
the truth.
Table 3 Consumer Behavior

Consumer Behavior
Type of container usedfor raw material
Plastic Bag
Tupperware
Glassware
Etc.
Type of container usedfor leftover food
Plastic Bag
Tupperware
Glassware
Etc.
Amount ofplastic bag usedfor food purposes
0
1-5
6-10
11-20
More than 20
Type offood that usually kept in a plastic bag
Fruit
Bakeries
Rice
Soup
Meat
Etc.
The process after the first usage ofplastic bag
Throw away
Recycle
Reuse
Throw away and recycle
Throw away and reuse
Recycle and reuse
All of above

Percentage
38
59
3
0
9
59
25
7
0
76
19
4
1
82
67
49
26
64
0
39
0
19
0
19
7
16
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Consumer behavior toward a zipped plastic bag
Through the information gathering process, the data shows that 71 % of consumers use a
zipped plastic bag on their daily basis and the other 29% don't. It's shown the fact that most
of the panelist normally use "Ziploc" or "Kitchen" brand and the close amount of panelists
either cannot remember the brand or they use whatever the local supermarket has on the shelf.
And normally the Ziploc bag is used for the purpose of keeping food the percentage of the
probability of each type of food that would be stored in the zipped bag are shown below in
table 3; consumer behavior toward a zipped plastic bag.

Table 4 Consumer behavior toward a zipped plastic bag

Consumer Behavior
Usage of zipped plastic bag
Yes
No
Normally used brand
Ziploc
Kitchen
Diamond
Sunzip
Can't remember
Other
Type offood usually store in zipped plastic bag
Processed food
Cooked rice
Fresh fruit
Fresh vegetable
Fresh meat
Fresh fish
Bakery product
Confectionary

Percentage
71
29
18
22
7
4
20
0
29.58
40.85
45.07
43.66
29.58
29.58
25.35
16.90
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Green segmentation
Cluster Analysis
The groups of panelists are divided into 6 groups according to the given scores.
Cluster Analysis

0 00

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

Semi-Partial R-Sq uared

Figure 2 Cluster Analysis Result
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0.25

And between each group, the score of each scale was run to find the significant difference
and the groups of the related or close score. The groups with related data that show no
significant difference and the average score is shown in the tables below in each scale.

Altruism Scale
Altruism or another word as "generosity" is an act with an unselfish regard for others or
simplify as doing things out of a desire to help not because of the obligated feeling of duty,
loyalty or religious reasons. In the result of the scores among a green group of the panelist,
there is a significant difference between groups of the panel in the score which are divided
into 3 groups consist of a, band c. the thing they have in common is that the majority of them
are student both female and male
Table 5 Grouping and the average score on altruism scale
Green group number
Average Score
1

3.90b

2

3.93b

3

3.80b

4

4.51 a

5

2.99°

6

4.04b

Perceived environmental knowledge scale
The perceived environmental knowledge scale is the measure of knowledge about
environment issue awareness, how to manage and get rid of the trash after usage or the
impact of packaging toward the environment. Next, the result shows a significant difference
in the score among groups panelist. Group 2 and 3 got the highest score and that is not
statistically different. The first common thing is that most of the panelist are female and their
occupation are mixed among student, employee, and housewife. Last, most of the panelist in
the group finished bachelor degree or higher.
Table 6 Grouping and the average score on the perceived environmental knowledge scale
Green group number
Average Score
I

3.4lb

2

3.66ab

3

3.82a

4

2.90°
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5

2.77c

6

Environmental concern scale
Environmental concern is the acknowledgment of the environmental issue that happens on
earth, for example, the issue of exceeding population, or the limitation of the natural resource.
Next, the result shows a significant difference in the score among groups panelist. The group
1, 2, 4 and 6 have no statistical difference. There are common things they share which are
most of the panelist are female, that the majority of them are student and employee and lastly
the majority of the panelist in the group finished bachelor degree or higher.
Table 7 Grouping and the average score on environmental concern scale
Green group number
Average Score
1

3.28ab

2

3.36a

3

3.0lbc

4

3.12ab

5

2.73c

6

3. lOba

Green purchase attitudes scale
Green purchase attitude scale is a measure of the good believe toward buying green product
decision, for instance, the belief that green products help the improved environment, green
products make buyer feels happy and the consumer has the will to buy the green products
even if it's more expensive, in a considerable price. In the result of the scores among a green
group of the panelist, there is a significant difference between groups of the panel in the score
which are divided into 2 groups which are a and b. the group a represent the higher score
which means that they have more will to purchase the green products. And like the other
scales that mention above, they all share the same common things.
Table 8 Grouping and the average score on green purchase attitudes scale
Green group number
Average Score
1

3.08b

2

4.17a

3

4. Isa

4

4.18a
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5

6

Skepticism towards environmental claims scale
Skepticism towards environmental claims can also mean doubt toward claims. The easy
example is that sometimes, the claim printed over the product package sometimes is not true
or exactly honest. The higher score shows that the panelist does not believe the claim so
easily. Unlike other scales, the result shows no significant difference among panelist which
mean that all the panelist has the same feeling over the claims on the package of the product
which the panelists found it in the middle way between disagree or neither on the choice.
Table 9 Grouping and the average score on skepticism towards environmental claims scale
Green group number
Average Score
1

2.88b

2

3.36"

3

3.29"b

4

2.90b

5

2.98"b

6

3.0S"b

Green purchase intention scale
Green purchase intention in the questionnaire is a measure of possibility to buy the green
product in the next shopping time. The result shows a significant difference in the score
among groups panelist. The group 1, and 2 have no statistical difference and get the highest
score. Similarly, the most of the thing they share in common are female gender and student
occupation.
Table I0 Grouping and the average score on the green purchase intention scale
Average Score
Green group number
I

3.94a

2

4.06"

3

3. l 7bc

4

3.33b

5

3.25bc

6

3.osc
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Opinion toward plastic bag

In the collected data, it is shown that most of the panelists believe that plastic is safe upon
food-purpose usage and that has no effect on the taste.
Table I I Opinion toward plastic bag result

Consumer Behavior
Safety ofplastic usage upon food

Percentage

Yes

77

No

23

Does plastic bag change the taste offood

Yes

37
63

No

Aspect toward plastic bag

Through the information gathering process, the result shows that there are main 7 groups that
contain characteristics that are not significantly different. The lower the score in the table, the
more important it is to the panelist. The importance of each characteristic follows the reverse
order of the groups which are g to a, from most important to least important and the most
important characteristic that panelist chose is heat tolerance property while the least
important are double ziplock, color, and transparency. It's likely that these attributes do not
have much impact on buying decision.
Ta bl e l2Aspe ctt oward pas
1 f 1c bag resu t
Aspect of Quality
Ranking± SD
1.66 ± l.84g
Heat tolerance
Double ziplock

7 .52 ± 2.63a,b

Cold tolerance

4.27 ± 2.12r

Color

8.56 ± 2.66a

Zip lock

6.21±2.79c,d

Thickness

5.69 ± 3.28d,e

Biodegradable

7.26 ± 2.50b,c

Elasticity

4.86 ± 2.28e,r

Transparency

8.35 ± 2.09a,b

Resistance

4.41±2.35f

Expandable bottom

7.22 ± 3.67b,c
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Consumer preference
As the result of data collection in consumers' preference in specific brand, it shows that the
majority of consumers prefer "Ziploc", "Kitchen freezer bag", "Diamond" and "Kitchen antibacteria" respectively. Moreover, it is found that the attribute they share in common, in
customer point of view, are transparency, zipped, durability, resistance, elasticity, and
softness although the thickness is obviously different but other attributes are similar in these
brand.
Table 13 Consumer preference

Brand

Percentage

Ziploc
Diamond (freezer bag)
Snoopy
Kitchen (double zipper)
Kitchen (anti-bacterial)
Home freshmart (cold bag)
Sunzip
Home freshmart (zipper)
Diamond
Kitchen (freezer bag)
Home freshmart (hot bag)

23

5
3

5
11

7
2

5
14
19
6

Product testing
Through the information gathering process, the data shows that groups of consumers are
divided into 5 groups according to the score and the difference between each data which
means that it is statistically different. The "a" group has the highest liking score and the
brands that belong to this group are Ziploc, Diamond (freezer bag), Snoopy, and
Kitchen(double zipper, and anti-bacterial). The thing these brands share in common is the
words represent the quality of the brand are the smoothness of the surface, it also referred to
as oiliness, transparency, durability, elasticity and resistant. Some of them have color or can
be written on, or put in the freezer or even has an anti-bacterial function.
Table 14 Product testing result

Brand

Picture

7.53 ±

Ziploc
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1.osa

Diamond (freezer bag)

7.35 ± 0.67abc

Snoopy

7.22 ± l.02abcde

Kitchen (double zipper)

7.26 ± 0_94abcde

Kitchen (anti-bacteria)

7.22 ± l.13abcde

Home freshmart (cold bag)

7.06 ± u3cde

Sunzip

7.01 + l.15ed
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Home freshmart (zipper)

7.00 ± l.09e

Diamond

7.32 ± 1.0l"bcct

Kitchen (freezer bag)

7.48 ± l .09ab

Home freshmart (hot bag)

7.19 ± 1.1 lbcde
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Product testing zipper part

After the collection of information through a questionnaire, the result is shown below in table
14; Product testing zipper part. The plastic bags from several brands are observed its ability
in opening and closing including the sound while doing so. For the first attribute, ease of
opening, there is a significant difference on the liking score and it's divided into 3 groups, a,
b and c. In all attributes, "a" represents the highest liking score which means customer like it
most. The "a" group of each attribute can be seen below. And to emphasize on the one that
has "a" in all attribute is "Ziploc" brand. This brand makes the zipper part easier to open by
making a height of the zipper a little bit different on one side and they are a double zipper.
Table 15 Product testing zi
Brand

Ease ofO en

ab

Ziploc

6.89 ± 0.89

Diamond (freezer bag)

6.)9 ± 1.03

Snoopy

6.54 ± 0.98

Kitchen (double zipper)

6.67 ± 0.90

_
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Ease of Closin

6.97 ± 0.83

bc

6.43 ± 1.17

e

be

6.48 ± 1.18

6.75 ± 0.84

a

be

be

ab

Sound

6.76 ± 1.07

6.42 ± 1.24

6.37 ± 1.53

a

ab

ab

6.66 ± 1.43

a

Kitchen (anti bacteria)

6.71±0.89

abc

Sunzip

6.52 ± l.05e

Home freshmart (zipper)

6.62 ± 0.99

Diamond

6.62 ± 0.96

Kitchen (freezer bag)

6.96 ± 1.00
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b

be

a

6.73 ± 1.04

6.54 ± 1.10

ab

be

6.33 ± l.23

6.61±1.25

e

be

6.97 ± 1.05

a

6.63 ± 1.26

6.51 ± l.33

ab

6.15 ± l.34

6.42 ± 1.32

a

b

ab

6.69 ± 1.35

a

Correlation between properties and overall liking
After the collection of information through a questionnaire, the specific data was calculated
for the correlation between properties of ziplock and overall liking. In the result, the closer
the score to 1 means the stronger the relationship the attributes has and if the score is equal to
1, it means that they are the same variable. And in this case, there is no negative score which
means there is no negative correlation. Lastly, according to the table 16: correlation result,
the strongest relationship is the zipping sound and the ease of closing and that the overall
liking and others attributes have a relationship but the weak one, comparing to the
correlations between attributes.
Table 16 Correlation result
Pearson Correlation Coefficients, N = 900
Prob > Jrl under HO: Rho=O
Ease of
Ease of
Zipped
Overall
Open
Close
Sound
likin2
0.50203
0.02469
1.00000
0.46090
Ease of
Open
<.0001
<.0001
0.4595
Ease of
Close

0.46090

1.00000

Zipped
Sound

0.50203

0.52009

<.0001

<.0001

Overall
liking

0.02469

0.03751

0.04618

0.4595

0.2609

0.1663

<.0001

0.52009

0.03751

<.0001

0.2609

1.00000

0.04618
0.1663
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1.00000

CONCLUSION
In summary, for the first part of the project, focus group and interview which has the main
purpose to gather important information to create a questionnaire to study on panelists'
behavior, attitude, perception and opinion toward the use of plastic bags. And the result
shows that people in different career path show different concern toward the usage and the
term of "quality". Secondly, the from the experiment, there is no connection between
preference and age/ occupation. But education and age do have an effect on the green score of
the consumer in a different scale. Some of the scales have no significant difference on the
score among panelist groups. And for this part of the survey, it's the hardest part, as it's
mentioned above in the introduction that "such behavior might not be altered at all despite
showing an attitude towards changing it." so panels can deceive themselves and us by
choosing the right choice but not their true action choice. Next, the belief in the safety of
plastic bag upon use is still questionable for several people. Some of the panelists still believe
that the plastic bag might alter the aroma or the taste of food.
The liking score of the ziplock bag is somewhat close and divided into a wide range of
groups but for the main factor that has an effect on the score is thickness. There are more
variables that the panelist agreed that it affects buying decision which is temperature
tolerance, etc. Furthermore, according to the correlation result, there are relationships
between attributes and the overall liking score some are strong and some are weak.
With the green trend keeps on increasing, there will be greener substitute for the plastic bag
which will cause lead to the downtime of the plastic bag business. Lastly, for further
understanding about the relationship with consumers' behavior, attitude, perception and
opinion toward the use of the plastic bag, more research and study are required.
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APPENDIXES
A. INTERVIEW/ FOCUS GROUP
l) Welcome of participants
Good evening and welcome to our session. Thanks for coming, we are really grateful
for your time. We are really happy to be here with you to talk about plastic bags. My name is
Tam Thairungroj and assisting me is Romane Ricardou. We're both with the University of
Assumption. We have been asked to help get some information from people working in a
restaurant about your perception, behavior, attitude, and opinion towards the use of plastic
bags. We are having discussions like this with several groups. You were invited because you
are met with our specification
First I would like to say that we all invite you here and so we really like to hear from
everybody. The ideas, experiences, and opinions of each person are important. There are no
wrong answers but rather differing points of view. Please feel free to share your point of view
even if it differs from what others have said. Keep in mind that we're just as interested in
negative comments as positive comments, and at times the negative comments are the most
helpful.
You've probably noticed the microphone. We're tape recording the session because
we don't want to miss any ideas and problems that are gone be mentioned. People often say
very helpful things in these discussions and we can't write fast enough to get them all down.
We're tape recording, so please, one person speaking at a time. You don't need to agree with
others, but you must listen respectfully as others share their views.
We will be on a first name basis tonight, and we won't use any names in our reports.
You can be assured of complete confidentiality. Well, let's begin. We've placed name cards
on the table in front of you to help us remember each other's names. My role as moderator
will be to guide the discussion to help you talk to each other.

2) Introduction and presentation of the project
Our topic is a study on plastic bags. The results will be used for understanding

the

consumers' perception, behavior, attitude, and opinion towards the use of plastic bags
comparing different countries (Thailand, and France)
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3) Discussions

Basic question

Exploratory

Conduct

Introduction
We will start with a presentation, can you tell

We can write the name

me your name, your age, what's your

of the participants in

education level, what's your professional

front of them.

situation? How many people in the house?
I'll start and then we will make a tour of the
table.

Definitions of plastic bags
When do we say plastic bags what is the first

Phrase the same

thing that came into your mind?

question in a different
way

What do you like best about plastic bags?
What is the biggest problem that you have

Look around the room,

using plastic bags? (your own problem or

and make brief eye

environmental problem)

contact, especially with
those who may not have
spoken

Use of plastic bags
What do you use for taking or keeping the
food?
What is your main purpose for using plastic
bags?
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How many plastic bags that contact with
food do you use per day/weeks on average?
With what type of food do you use plastic
bags most?
Does it necessary for plastic bags to be
temperature tolerant? Why?
An aspect of plastic (samples or not)
What do you think to represent the"quality"

Ask if anyone else has

of the plastic bags?

any comments on that

How do you recognize that a plastic bag has

question

a good quality?
And for the Ziploc, does the sound of the zip
impact? Double zip is it important?
Between those plastic bags which one seems

Make them touch some

to you the best in terms of touching? Why do

plastic and say the

you prefer this one?

number of the chosen
sample.

Between those plastic bags which one seems

Make them look to the

to you the best in terms of appearance? Why

samples and say the

do you prefer this one?

number of the chosen
sample.

Between those plastic bags which one seems

Make them look &

to you the best in general? Why do you

touch some plastic and

prefer this one?

say the number of the
chosen sample.
Sensory effect

Do you think it will change the taste or

Summarize what we

aroma of food? How?

think we have heard,
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and ask if the group
agrees

Safety of plastic
Do you think plastic is safe physically,

Compare the

chemically and microbiologically?

antibacterial one with
the others

What is the best material to be around food
for keeping purpose?
Environment impact
Are you sensitive to the environmental
issues? What do you think about plastic and
the impact on the environment?
If you can will you reduce your consumption

of plastic bags? How?
What do you think about recycling plastic
bags?
Do you reuse plastic bags? If yes for what?
End
Thank you for your answers and discussions, they have been really useful and instructive. We are really
grateful for the information that you provided. Do you have any question or suggestion to make?
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B. QUESTIONNAIRE
Plastic (l'Hrn~iiinJ

Please kindly complete the questions below and carefully give a mark ../on the answer(s) based on your opinion.
Your personal data will be kept confidential. Thank you for your kind participation.

h.h(j]nrnn'1i<il;j'i'l LUbbUU~1f'l9 l(j]!JLii

,/ uuri1l'l<JUl'11l-JWl1l-J tiiU'1J<l'lvJ1U bb'i'l:::'1i<il;j'i'l'i'l'luiil'l'11<l'lfJn.l9:::~n brlUbU'W'1'l1i.J-Ku

'11"3Ufln.l~L-tfri'l1l-Jf'li.Ji'.J<i fi:::

..

I. Consumer's behavior (1W'11J~1 im,i™~'ll"1'1eJi'Ji,,1u)
1.

What type of container or packaging that you normally use with fresh food or raw material?

Tupperware (Vftlttfofwif)

Glassware

(~tnutlr:::bJl'Vlllrl'l)

Other, please specify

2.

(~'W1 ttlr(j]r:::l,!) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

What type of container or packaging that you normally use with leftover food?
~tl4"

"I"~~"'

.i

d'

..

bl'l!I nl'lbbil'l~™ b'll'fil~ b'i b1Jmnm.J"11'1111'i'Vlb'lllil"1"nm.J"1"11'1111'i

Plastic bag (tj'l~'i'l1'i'liiin)

Tupperware (Vftlttl<iflt'lf)

Glassware

(~•nutlr:::bJl'Vlllrl'l)

Other, please specify

3.

(~U1 ttlrnr::l,!) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

How many plastic bags do you use per week for carrying or keeping food?
~

.l..

~ti

,,

'I "

4

ti

<l!i'

~

~

'

~

c;;;

'

~-I

~

bl'l!l'Vl'J b bbil'l~™ b'll')'1'Vli11%'111ln 1~i11™n"ll1J b1Jn11 b%'1'11"1'1'i'll-J'1'1bm.J"11'1111'ii1l"1%'1ul1l1'111

4.

6-10

1-5

0

11-20

What types of foods that you usually use with plastic bags (check all that apply)

'J:i;i!!tln~bb~'l~™'l'litj'1'Vli11%'1~nn'l.1"11'11111tl1~b11'Vl°ll1l(%'11i111C1b~'elnti;lmnn·;h1 l'l'fil'l.I)
Fruits (r.rn 1ii)

Soup

(1U)

Other, please specify

Bakeries

(twm1~)

Meat (lU<i~l'l1°)

(~U1 ttlrnr:::l,!) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Rice ('1i1'l)

>20

5.

What do you do with plastic bags once you have used them? (check all that apply)

f!W~r;im-.nuti.:iV1'il1i'l~n'<!!i1.:ih111~.:i"l1nm-.'l'linuflf.:iLL"an

.

Throw away (Vi~)

(i'l1:1J1"at1Liii'<lnhimnn-;h1 r;J'<J'l.J)

Recycle tL'llLfiri

Reuse u1i.n1'iii.1-1i.J

Reason(Ll-lliJl:rn): - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - II. Plastic zipped bag (r;i'<!'UVl2

'l.:IVl~1i'l~ni'.i:Utl)

Yes (hi)

No, Please skip to part Ill (1i.lhi

Ziploc

Kitchen

Diamond

Sunzip

I can't remember (1i.J111i.ntm::t.11~)

8.

·ihi.JLUlil'El'U~3)

Other, please

specify(~'U1 ttlr111r::1.J)

What types of food that you normally store in the zipped bag? (check all that apply)

'<!11111-.'lfilr;i'lr;iVlf!ru:il'n"l~Wu-.-.~'l uti.:i:Utl (i'!1m-.miii'<I n1r;l:1J1nn-:i11 r;J'<J'l.J)
Processed food ('El1>11ti:.i1um::rnurnr)

Cooked rice {'ih1~n)

Fresh fruit (i:.iri1ii11111)

Fresh vegetable

.

Fresh meat (LU'El\1111)

Fresh fish (U!'l1\1111)

Bakery product (iiuA'1 LlJLrl'Elf)

Confectionery (~n'Eli.J, "ll'Ul-Jl-111'U)

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither

Agree

Strongly agree

Li.JL~'U~'J!.l'El!.h~~~

Li.JL~'U~'l!.I

b'il!.11

b~'U~'J!.I

b~'U~'J!.l'El!.h~!i~

Questions (fi1mi.J)

1. We do riot rieed to worry much about the environment because future
generations will be better able to deal with these problems than we are
(Ln 1i.Jn~1" L~mnu~~ LL1111!\''Eli.Ji.nnun

Lvm::L~ntJ"Hi"1111tl"l::i11firnri:i LLl'l

urum Lmi1d~~1l'h)
2. The effects of pollution on public health are worse than we realize

(UfkJ"1"ll'El~i.Jl'lVi~~i1lii'El~'llm~Lnilu1 m1)n~1~ Lt1fi111)
3. Pollution generated here harms people all over the earth
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( 1-1 i'l i'1 l:!V1bn111~i,nXu buuti'ur;i n

ti liiti flu Yi~ bi'l n)

4. I know that I buy products and packages that are environmentally safe

(iu!11'ilu~tii'iuff1bbl'l::1m"lti'ruon~t.ll'lti111ti'tinu~~bb'l111~tii-J)
5. I know more about recycling than average person

(i'u!b~ti'lnun 1rrL'llb1'il'l1-11nn-l1 fl'W i'l11t.l)
6. I know how to select products and packages that reduce the amount
of waste ending up in landfills

(iu!11"l::L~ti ni'iufi1bbi'l::urr"Jti'ruon~l'l111ill1-11ru"Jm:::1un1r~~~u1r;'f1l fl 1~1r)
7. I understand the environmental phrases and symbols on the product
package.

('ilmii11"1M1Wbb'll11~til-J bbl'l::di11"1~'1,Jinl:!ruuuurr"Jti'ruon)
8. I am very knowledgeable about environmental issues

.

(iui:J fl'l 1l-J r'<lu rbiti~i:f ru1.-11V11~M 11'1 bb 'll11~"11-1bU'Wtifl1~l-J 1n)
~

9. We are approaching the limit of the number of people the earth can
support

(bnn1i~Lii1~;111~1n111'llti~~1u'Jut.lr::'Jl1nr~tl'ln~11-11ro~1Xu~11u1rn)
MO. The earth has plenty of natural resources if we just learn to develop
them

(tl'lni1V1fwti1nrn1~1mi-J'l!1~mni-J1ti 1.-11nLnz9n1fi~"l:::wwrn1)
h1. The earth is like a spaceship with only limited room and resources.
(ti'lnn bum1.-1i:J1lunuti 1u'el'Jm11~i'.lifo~ bbi'l::VJfwti 1nr1lfl1~~ 1n111 l
~2.

Humans have the right to modify the natural environment to suit their
needs.

(rn1l:!tfiJl'iV1i~"l::t.lfubt.l~tiu~mwbb'll11~1ll-IV11~nrrn'l!1~1t:ir;iNnufl'l1l-J
rif1l~n1T'll?l~W'lnb'll1)
13. The balance of nature is very delicate and easily upset

(~l-J l11!'lnrrn'l!1 ~Jui'l ::bill ti1111itimb!'l:: bbt.lrt.l r'lu 1rn~ 1ti)
14. Human ingenuity will ensure that we do not make the earth unavailable

(fl'l1i-J 'ill'l 1111l-l11l:!tfv111t:i~u1"I11il11 bn"I ::v111t:ifa n bWti~W1l nu fl'l1i-Jtiiti~ n1r)
15.Green purchase brings us more benefits than non-green purchase

(mr~1l~b;ti'ltl'ml1t.lr::fo'Jlu1-111t:ibnmn11mr~tii'l1u)
16. Buying green energy-saving products will make me happy

(mr~'<li'iufi 1~b;mt.lr::mr111w~~~ 1uv111 t:ii'uiJ fl'l 1l-J~'ll)
17. Buying a product, I will consider how it will affect the environment

(1umr"l::~'<l i'iuff1, iu"I ::fi 1u~ ~~ i;i i'l nr::Vlu'llti~iJu~i:J r;i'el ~~ bb'l 111~til-J)
18. Buying green energy-saving products will make me happy, I am willing
to spend a little more money to buy green products

(m r~tii'iufi1~b;mt.lr::1.-1tT111w~~~1uv111 t:ii'ui'.lf!11i-J~'ll.

bbl'l::i'uti'<ll-J~"l::b~tJ

C:iumnn11t.ln~b~ni11lti1umr~tii'iufi1~b~m)
19. Most environmental claims made on package labels or in advertising
are true
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(lVl!J~'lhJbb~'ln1l'ful"iMVl1~nl'fl.J'l!1~~b;ij!J'W'il~lJ'WlJl'l'"jllnJ~Vlf'il1'W
t"JJttn ru1Jwu'W"1~)
20. Because environmental claims are exaggerated, consumers would be
better off if such claims on package labels or in advertising were
eliminated

(bri'il~"1n mrfurn~V11~nrrn'l!1~Jwrm:::bii'W"1~,

~nfi1,,:::!~ n~i.J 1n~'W

mn b'il 1"11fu l''il~J'W1U'WUn"jilru~VYr'il1'Wt'J.lttn ru1'il'iln 11.J)
21. Most environmental claims on package labels or in advertising
are intended to misled rather than to inform consumers

(lVl!J~11i.Jmrfrn'il~V11~n l'l'i.J'l! 1~cl1'Wi.J 1nu'W1Jl'l'"jllru~VYr'il1'Wt'J.lttn ru1
iJm:::v'h1M~nff1bi11"1Jvimnnrhbtl'Wn1r1Mi'ill;l~)
~2.

I do not believe most environmental claims made on package labels or
in advertising

(i 'Whi b~'il1'Wmrfrn'il~V11~nl'rn'l!1~cl'l'Wi.J1n U'WLll'l'"jllru~VYr'il1'Wt'J.lttnru 1)
123. Comparing with ordinary non-green products, I am more willing to buy
green products.

(bVl!Juriui.'l'Wff1~1111.Jbb~'l i'W'il!J1n;'ili.'l'Wff1~b;il!J1mnwh)
Q4. Over the next one month, I will consider switching to other brands for

ecological reasons

(1w~'ilWlvi11.J, i'Wv:i"1rru1~"::: bLl~!J'W~ M'ili'l'Wff1cli''l!J bVY!iJ~~ V11~ nl'l'l-1'1!1~)
25.

The next time to buy, the possibility of choosing green products is very
high

(1'Wn1r;'ili.'l'Wff1"1 f~ ilvi11.J, m1i.J bu'W1i.J1cli'~":::;'il i.'l'Wfi1~ b;ilm J'Wri'il'Wi 1~ m~)
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IV. Opinion toward plastic bags (i;t'el'Llf14 fl'l11J~i;tb~!li;i'elt.]<l'Vlil1~9in)

1.

Do you feel it's safe to use plastic around food? (f1tufintlil'eli;til!1"l'Llm'<i""l"li'Vlil1~ilinnu'el1'1111'<i'lll~'e!La.i)

Yes (i'li)

2.

No (LiJL'li)

Do you think the taste of food change with the plastic around?

Yes

(1'li)

No (LiJL'li)

V. Aspect toward plastic bags (iln'l,ftu~'ll'el<lt.]<l'Vlil1~iiin)

1.

Order from 1 to 12 what's most important on a plastic bags ? (1 is the most important)

.

.

ttl.,i;ib~!l<iii1i;\u 1 5<i 12 r.nniln,,.ru~Vlihirru:i.nnVl~i;i1tlu'el!IV1~i;i
~

_ heat tolerant ('Vl'Ufl'l1l-IT'1l'W)

_cold tolerant ('Vl'Ufl'l1l-!bilu)

_zip lock (iJ:nu)

_biodegradable (cimHMrn.11Ji)

_transparency (fl'l1l-!1<'l)
_expendable bottom (~1'U<'l11J1W'lltJ1tJLJi)
_double ziplock

(iJ:nu<'l'1l~-B'u)

_color(~)
_thickness (fl'l1l-IVl'U1)
_elasticity (fl'l1l-1~!11Vlzju)

_resistance (fl'l1l-l'Vl'W'V11'U)

_other, please

specify(~'W11tlw1f:;l.j) _ __
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VI. Product testing
1.

(lil'il'W~ 6 'Vll11l'l'il~M'l'ilti1~)

Please score each sample with a scale from 1-9
1=Dislike extremely

(Li.l'll'illJmn~~111)

(bu'a111i.'IA'~::1.1.uu1111:1J'a::i1i''IJ!ii'fl1uU)

2=Dislike very much (Li.l'lltllJmn)

3=Dislike moderately (Li.l'll'illJlh'W

4=Dislike slightly (Li.l'll'ilrniinifotJ)

5=Neither like nor dislike (Viltl1)

6=Like slightly ('ll'ilrniinifotJ)

7=Like moderately ('ll'illJl.humn~)

8=1ike very much ('ll'il1Jl..J1n)

9=1ike extremely

Sample number (~l'l'llM'l'ilti1~)

Liking Score

('ll'ilumn~"1111)

(1'1::::~~'WW'l'l1l-l'll'illJ)

312

688

506

614

127

812

903

241

759

964

648

2. Between those samples of plastic bags which one seems for you the most prefer?
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(l.uili'1'el!i1<1"Vf<1'1!1:1Jl11~'1.\'li'fl'Ui'u1'111umn

VII. General information (lil'!l'Wv17 'll'fll,;!flv\'1\tl)

1.

Gender (b'Vll'I)
Male ('111tJ)

2.

Age ('!11!j)

<20 years old

3.

Female (i1ti)-:i)

(~1wh2oti)

21-29 years old (21-29U)

30-39 years old (30-39U)

40-49 years old (40-49U)

50-59 years old (50-59U)

>60 years old (mnn~160U)

Education (n1';-Mn1'11)

High school or lower

(iJ1rni.Jlil'il'L.IUl'l1tJMf'il~1n~1)

Bachelor's degree (llt1Jt1J1lilf)

Diploma ('il'tillt1Jt1J1)

Master's degree (llt1Jt1J1L'Vl)

Doctorate (llt1Jt1J1L'iln)

4.

Occupation (m:il'Vl)
Student (un~m11)

Employee (1,1n9'1-:i)

Business-owner (L<i'1'll'il-J~r1i9)

Freelance ('il1:ill'1:S'M:::)

Housewife (Lti.lu1'L.I)

Government officer (l'lun-:11'L.ln'llmr)

Other, please specify
5.

(~u11:urr;ir:::tJ) _ _ _ _ __

Income (';-1!1\lli)
< 5,000 baht (lihn~1 5,000 U1'Vl )

5,001-10,000 baht (5,001-10,000 U1'Vl)

10,001-20,000 baht (10,001-20,000 U1'Vl)

20,001-30,000 baht (20,001-30,000 U1'Vl)

> 30,000 baht (mnn~1 30,000 m'Vl)

6.

Number of family members in the house including you (~1'L.l'J'L.l~m:Jln'l.u.LJ1u.,1:1-Jii~i1i''Jf!tl.!)

2

3

>3
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VIII. Product testing

(l?lfl'W~8 'Vlln'.ilfl..:Jifi'lmh:i)

Please score each sample with a scale from 1-9

1=Dislike extremely

(hi'llflU!.J1n~~in)

(hhin'LiAfl::l.l.'U'l.ll111:i.J,-::ii!'Ui;i'fl1'llU)
2=Dislike very much (11-i'llflU!.J1n)

3=Dislike moderately (11-i'llflLllh'W

4=Dislike slightly (11-i'llflrniiniimJ)

5=Neither like nor dislike (b'il.tl1)

6=Like slightly ('llfllJbiini:ifltJ)

?=Like moderately ('llfllJlh'Wn'.il1..:J)

8=1ike very much ('llflU!.J1n)

9=1ike extremely ('llflUmnV1~in)

Sample number

Ease of open

Ease of close

Zipping sound of opening and closing

r't:\'~ifi'lmh..:i

m1:1Jbtiin~1tJ

fl'l1:1Jtlin~1tJ

b~tJ..:i1'Wbtiintlin

312

688

506

614

127

812

903

241

759
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C. SAS INPUT & OUTPUT
Cluster analysis
dm'log;clear;output;clear;';
options nodate pageno= I;
data green;
Title 'Green Consumer';
input con gl g2 g3 g4 g5 g6;
cards;
4.3

3.6

3.0

2.5

3.4

3.0

ods rtf;
ods graphics on;
proc cluster data= green ccc method=ward pseudo rmsstd rsq;
id con;
Var gl--g6;
run;
legendl frame cframe=ligr
position=center value=(justify=center);
axis 1 label=( angle=90 rotate= 0) minor=none order=(O to 70 by 2);
axis2 minor=none order=( 1 to IO by 1);
proc gplot;
plot _CCC_* _ncl_/
frame cframe=ligr legend=legend 1 V axis= axis3 haxis= axis2;
PLOT PSF

*

NCL

PST2

*

NCL /OVERLAY

frame cframe=ligr legend=legendl Vaxis= axisl haxis= axis2;
run;
title2 'Green Consumer';
proc tree;
id con; run;
ods rtf close;
ods graphics off;
quit;
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0.1961

0.5749

0.025068
57

0.1633

0.7381

0.054555
20

0.1477

0.8858

0.181843
71

0.1137

0.9995

0.0005

1.0000
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Figure 3 Green consumer grouping
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Green scales analysis
data

RCB;

input

Panel Cluster q 1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6;

cards;
6

4.3

3.6

3.0

2.5

2.8

proc glm data= RCB;
class Panel Cluster;
model q 1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6= Cluster;
lsmeans Cluster;
means cluster/duncan;
ods rtf;
run;
ods rtf close;
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3.0

~~!,·
li'an,e-l

100 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68
69707172737475767778798081828384858687888990919293949596979899100

12.022490
20

2.40449804

15.72 <.000
1

5 3.5531098
0

0.71062196

3.78 0.003
6

5 32.994372
55

6.59887451

68.42 <.000
1

5 3.5476931
4

0.70953863

2.25 0.055
3

16.242573
53

3.24851471

40.80 <.000
1

5

5

Table 19 Duncan grouping of Question l

·M~.1$ ~~& tle same le«er.~4fi~·
.

}

.~:oififttntly mi'ter• ·;; 1 ;,j~;:· /

l)une1tn~t~Pi1Jg [ Men .r~ ~
A

B

II 4.5083

12 4

4.0400 20 6

B
B

3.9353 17 2

B
B

3.9042 24 1

B
B

3.8000 15 3

c

2.9917 12 5
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A

3.8267

15 3

3.6588

17 2

3.5300

20 6

3.4083

24 1

2.9000

12 4

2.7667

12 5

A
B

A

B
B
B
B

c
c
c

Table 21 Duncan grouping for question 3
,,

·; ,~ai'Vitfftlte sameJetter are not
,, .:. ' .' '

:fQq.e,;tly differe'.Dt,.
;,,,''

·~~~t~ou~
A

'

'

/0

Mean,.

N.Cluster

3.3647

17 2

3.2750

24 1

3.1167

12 4

A
B

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

3.1000

20 6

c
c
c

3.0133

15 3

2.7333

12 5

B
B
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Table 22 Duncan

A

4.1750 12 4

A
A

4.1706 17 2

A
A

4.1533 15 3

B

3.0833 24 1

B
B

' 2.9600 20 6

B
B

2.9583 12 5

Table 23 Duncan groupmg for question 5
....

' .

.

.

..

Meal)S Witll Ute sanie M!tet are not
sign~•ntly ~ent · ·
.·

' .

...

D:nnean Grou~ing
A

M•n N. (!IJJSter
3.3647 17 2

A
B

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

3.2933 15 3

3.0450 20 6

2.9833 12 5

B
--

B

---·

2.9000 12 4

B
·-

B

2.8792 24 1
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A

4.0588 17 2

A
A

3.9375 24 1

B

3.3333 12 4

B

c
c
c
c
c

B

3.2500 12 5

B
B

3.1667 15 3

3.0750 20 6
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Rank sum (Friedman test)
data bag;
input Block
datalines;
1
1
5
9

Trtment order@@;
1
8
10

2
6

IO

9
4
2

6
7
5

3
7
11

4
8

11
3

1
1

proc rank;
by Block;
var order;
ranks Rorder;
run;
proc print;
title2 'Original and Ranked Values of Yield';
run;
proc anova;
class Block Trtment;
model Rorder = Block Trtment;
means Trtment/tukey;
means Trtment;
title2 'Friedman"s Two-way Nonparametric ANOV A';
run;

I __

The SAS System
Friedman's Two-way Nonparametric ANOV A

I

_J

· - - - - - -

The ANOV A Procedure
Tukey's Studentized Range (HSD) Test for Rorder
T a bl e 25 T uk eys St udent'IZe d R ange (HSD) T est for Rorder
I

Alpha

0.05

Error Degrees of Freedom

990

Error Mean Square
Critical Value of Studentized Range
Minimum Significant Difference

6.734313
4.56260
1.184
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T able 26 T ukey groupmg or ran k sum

Means with the same letter
are not significantly different.
Tukey Grouping
A

Mean

N Trtment

8.5600 100 4

A
B

A

B

A

B

A

7.5200 100 2

c
c
c
c
c

7.2600 100 7

6.2050 100 5

E

5.6900 100 6

8.3450 100 9

B
B
B
B

D

7.2150 100 11

D
D

E
F

E

4.8600 100 8

F
F

4.4150 100 10

F
F

4.2700 100 3

G

1.6600 100 I
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Overall liking score ofplastic bags
data ProductTesting;
input Treatment Panel
cards;
127
7

Score@@;

proc anova data=ProductTesting;
class Treatment Panel;
model Score=Treatment
Panel;
means Treatment;
means Treatment/duncan;
ods rtf;
run;
ods rtf close;
Table 27 SAS output for overall liking score

r:, '"',

109

272.410909

2.499183

990

954.229091

0.963868

l 099

1226.640000

2.59

·.

',;

~S~•rf ccreBVar RootMSE Score.Mean
0.222079 13.56033 0.981768 7.240000
DJ! AuovaSS
10

30.6800000

3.0680000

3.18

0.0005

99 241.7309091

2.4417264

2.53

<.0001
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<.0001

Distribution of Score
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Figure 4 Distribution of score

The ANOVA Procedure
Duncan's Multiple Range TestforScore
Note: This test controls the Type I comparisonwise error rate, not the
experimentwise error rate.

roduct testing

Table 28 Duncan
Alpha

0.05

Error Degrees. ()f Freedom

990
0.963868

,,

Nwn~r o:fMea~.

Critical Range

2

3

4

s

6

7

8

9

10

iJ

.2725 .2869 .2965 .3036 .3092 .3137 .3176 .3208 .3236 .3261
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A

7.5300 100

127

B

A

7.4800 100

903

B

A

c

7.3500 100

241

B

D

A

c

7.3200 100

812

E

B

D

A

c

7.2600 100

506

E

B

D

A

c

7.2200 100

312

E

B

D

A

c

7.2200 100

614

E

B

D

c

7.1900 100

964

E

D

c

7.0600 100

648

E

D

7.0100 100

688

7.0000 100

759

E
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Liking score for zip part
data ProductTesting;
input Treatment Panel
cards;

Opening Closing Sound@@;

506

5

l

6

6

proc anova data=ProductTesting;
class Treatment Panel;
model Opening Closing Sound=Treatment Panel;
means Treatment;
means Treatment/duncan;
ods rtf;
run;
ods rtf close;
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792

725.6000000

899

851.8400000

0.9161616

~~-M~
0.957163

I 07.8400000

6.680000

2.3000000

2.51 0.0107

1.0892929

1.19 0.1127
-------------

------------
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Figure 5 Distribution of Ease of open attribute
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903

A

6.9600

100 903

B

A

6.8900

100 127

B

A

c

6.7100

100 614

B

c

6.6700

100 506

B

c

6.6200

100 812

B

c

6.6200

100 759

B

c

6.5900

100 241

c

6.5400

100 312

c

6.5200

100 688
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Table 31 Ease of close attribute

938.557778

1.185048

I 093.932222

6.645556

113.9322222

5.1802778

4.37

<.0001

1.1508305

0.97

0.5613
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Figure 6 Distribution of Ease of closing
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Figure 7 Distribution of zipping sound
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Correlation between attributes and overall liking score
data cor;
input open close sound overall;
datalines;

8

8

5

7

run;
ods graphics on;
proc corr data=cor;
run;
ods graphics off;
The CORR Procedure
4 Variables: open close sound overall
Table 35 Correlation between attributes and overall liking score
Simple Statistics
Variable

N

Mean Std Dev Sum Minimum Maximum

open

900 6.68000 0.97342 6012

3.00000

9.00000

close

900 6.64556 1.10310 5981

1.00000

9.00000

sound

900 6.51222 1.33277 5861

2.00000

9.00000

overall

900 7.26556 1.04063 6539

2.00000

9.00000

Pearson Correlation Coefficients, N = 900
Prob> Jrl under HO: Rho=O
Ease of
Ease of
Zipped
Overall
Open
Sound
liking
Close
1.00000
0.46090
0.02469
0.50203
Ease of
Open
<.0001
<.0001
0.4595
0.46090
1.00000
0.52009
0.03751
Ease of
Close
<.0001
<.0001
0.2609
0.04618
0.50203
0.52009
1.00000
Zipped
Sound
<.0001
0.1663
<.0001
0.02469
0.03751
0.04618
1.00000
Overall
liking
0.4595
0.2609
0.1663
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